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QUANTUM MECHANICAL EFFECTSON THE SHOCK HUGONIOT

B. 1. Bennett, Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National hboratory*

9. A. Liberman, X-Division, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory*

Calculations of the locus of shock Hugoniot states of aluminum, using two
equationa of state that either omit or include a quantum ❑echanical treatment for
the material’s electronic excitations, will be presented. The difference between
the loci will be analyzed in the context of a comparison between an & initio
quantum ❑echanical ❑odel and a semiclassical treatment of the electronic states.
The theoretical results are compared with high pressure (4 - 300 Hbars) data.

INTRODUCTION

The effect of the specific spatial arrangement of the electrons in a material

has well known effects on the strength of a solid and its response to ❑odest

compressive forces. It was expected that once a ❑aterial was significantly

compressed the electrons that participated in the atomic bonding would be ❑ore or

less uniformly distributed over an atomic cell and the Thomas-Fermi model for

atoms would be an accurate description for computing equations of state. A

similar line of reasoning was invoked to use the model at high temperature since

it was expected that thermally excited electrons would be in “free-electron” like

states.

Bandtheoretic calculations of the high pressure, zero temperature equation of

state of aluminum have demonstrated that Thomas-Fermi theory was not applicable

unless the ❑aterial was compressed beyond eight times the normal crystalline

densityl, These calculation have two fundamental differences when compared with

basic Thomas-Fermi theory: They determine the charge density frcm quantum

mechanical calculations of electron wavefunctions and they impose boundary

conditions on these wavefunctions that explicitly account for the influenca of

neighboring atoms and their electrons, However, bandthaory calculations ●t

elevated temperat’lres have not born fruit because of computational difficulties.

The question about when Thomas-Fermi thaory is ●ppropriate ●t high tem-

peratures began to be resolved when experimental data at extremely high praasures

2,3,4on the principle Hugoniot were measured , Aluminum enjoys a large collection

of data at pressures of a fow to hundreds of megabars that furm a hasia against

which different thaories can be tested.
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The purpose of this work is two fold. First, a comparison is made of the

predictions of the principle shock Hugonlot for pressures that range between one

Hbar and 5 x 104 Kbars for two theoretical ❑odels: one quantum ❑echanical, the

atom-in-a-jellium ❑odel5 (sometimes referred to as “INFERNO”); and one

semiclassical, the TFD or Thomas-Fermi-Dlrac theory. The second purpose is to

compare these predictions with experimental data that have been obtained from

experiments driven by nuclear explosions.

THE THEORETICAL IIODEU

Both ❑odels have the comon feature that they are self-consistent field theo-

ries whose electronic states are populatgd according to Fermi-Dirac statistics.

The electronic charge density is computed for a spherically symmetric potential

that includes the coulombic electron-electron and electron-nucleus interactions

along with a local density approximation for the exchange-correlation potential.

Each assumes the potential is contained in a sphere with the ❑aterial density

given by the mass of the atom divided by the sphere volume, The sphere is

required to contain exactly enough electrons so that their charge cancels the

nuclear charge, Neither ❑odel accounts for the detailed arrangement of

neighboring atoms except in the sense that the atomic sphere is surrounded by a

neutral background of uniform positive and negative charges.

From this common starting point, the task is to evaluate ths contribution to

the equation of state from the thermal and compressional excitation of the elec-

trons computad classically a la Thomas-Fermi theory or quantum ❑echanically by.—

explicitly finding wave solutions of the Dirac aquatlon. The computed charge

density is used in the self-consistent field procedure to minimize the ●tom’s

Helmholtz free energy.

In the case of the TFD modal all electronic states fom a continuum ranging

over both negative and positive energies. For the quantum mechanical thaory,

negative energy states are discrete (bound statas). Tha positive energy states

form a continuum but they differ from those in the TFD ❑odel in that they ●re

solutions of the Dirac equation and are not fraa-elactron like but can axhlbit

resonance structure in tha electron density of states.

Calculations of ll~lmholtz free energy for both theories wnra carried out for

comprasslons l/LCOO ~ q ~ 100 and for tauperaturaa O ~ T f 10 keV, Tha thermal

pert of tho electronic free ennrgy was obtained by subtracting from them from the

modal’s zmro KnLvln rmsult.
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sets of calculations were then added to a common zero Kelvin

nuclear motion contribution. The zero Kelvin contribution is

obtained from bandtheory, and the nuclear motion contribution is

based on the Debye ❑odel for solids at low temperatures and extrapolates to an

ideal gas of particles at high temperatures, At the lowest pressures, these two

contributions dominate the Hugoniot but they become less important as the

temperature increases. The total pressures and energies are then given by the

usual superposition.

P(p,T) - PC(P) + Pn(P,T) + Pe(P,T), and E(P,T) - EC(P) + En(p,T) + Ee(P,T),

where the subscripts “c“ and “n” label the zero Kelvin and nuclear motion

contributions respectively. The subscript “e” denotes the electronic contrib-

ution from either the INFERNO or the TFD theories.

THE RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the locus of shock Hugoniot pressures versus compression for

the theories along with data (with their estimated uncertainties). The differ-

ence between the theories begins to show for P > 3 Mbar, The quantum mechanical

pressures have the feature that they oscillate about those from the TFD theory.

Both theories reach the same asymptote (four times the initial density of 2.7

gm/cm3) when the temperatures reach about 10 keV,

The quantum mechanical theory gives higher pressures for 2,0 < q < 3,4 by as

much as 17 percent. The INFERNO pressures are in excellent agreement with the

experimental data, whereas the TFD-based pressures are too low.

For q > 3,4, the situation is reversed with the quantum mechanical theory

giving lower pressures than the TFD rasul.t. Although tho data for these higher

compressions has large uncertainties, the agreement is best for the INFERNO

model . For 4.6 < q < 4,9, the theories show a “turnaround” with the INFERNO

results showing an additional strong oscillation.

The pressure differences from the quantum mechanical theory along with the

oscillatory featura at the “turnaround” density, can be explained by examining

the heat capacity predicted by Che two theories along the Hugoniot path, Figure

2 shows the nleccronlc heat capacity at constant volumn as a function of Hugoniot-.,—,.—..—

temperature , At low temperaturaa, the electronic heat capacity depnnda on the

number of ol.ectrons that can be excited within an ,anargy band of a few kT width

about the Fermi onorgy, The TFD theory pradlcts a smooth increasa since lta

density of eloctronfc st.atma Is n simple monotonic function of energy. The
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quantum mechanical theory’s more complicated deneity of states function ties up

electrons in continuum resonances and in discrete bound states sepcrated from the

continuum by energy gaps. This causes the heat capacity to rise more slowly than

TFD theory until the temperature rises above various threshold values. At ex-

tremely high temperatures, when ths thermal energy is sufficient to remove ●ll

the electrons from the negative energy states, both theories give an ideal gas

result for 13 independent particles.

Between these temperature ext:emes, both theories show the effect of the

coulomb potential of the nucleus binding the electrons, indicated by the peak in

the heat capacity for temperatures in the neighborhood of 300 eV (for TFD theory)

and 100 eV (fnr the quantum ❑echanical theory),

The quantum mechanical results exhibit additional features that are indicative

of the discrete nature of the bound states. After peaking at about 100 eV. the

heat capacity behaves as though it would like to asymptote to a value appropriate

to a gas of 11 electrons. However, there are two remaining electrons residing in

the 1s bound state that is separated from the rest of the states by about 1.5

keV, The presence of this “energy gap” produces the large peak in the heat

capacity at about 500 eV, commonly known as a Schottky anomaly. The increase in

the heat capacity between 10 eV and 100 eV is a ❑anifestation of the same sort of

phenomenon involving the eight electrons remiding in the 2s and 2p bound states,

It is not alldramatic since their energy levels are not as well separated from

the continuum (about 78 and 40 eV respectively).

Both of these features nre true quantum mechanical effects caused by the

discrete riatureof the states at negative energlea. These osclllationa in the

heat capacity are replicated in the Hugoniot preseures through the

Rankine-l{ugonioc energy conservation conditfon~ E - El - (P+ P~)(v~ - v)/2.

CON’;LUS1ONS

Fret the-s results for presrure and heat capacity, one concludes that in the

caae of compressed aluminum, quantum mechanical calculations for ch~ equation of

state are necnssary to reproduca the axperimontal data ●nd that temperature of

save!:al kilovolts are required before a Thomas-Fermi theory can be considered

●ppropriate.

*This work was performed under the auspicma of tha U.S. Department of Energy.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1: Hugoniot Pressures vs Compression

FIGURE 2: Electronic Heat Capacity vs Temperature
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